Abstract. MRI guidance of surgical and diagnostic tools is a topic of active research. This paper describes a system being developed in a collaborative effort between BioTex Inc., the MD Anderson Cancer Center and Texas A&M to monitor the position and orientation of a straight, rigid interventional device. Tracking is needed to determine the position and orientation of the device outside the brain for insertion, locate and orient a catheter tip inside the brain, detect movement of an optical fiber placed inside the brain for laser based thermal therapy, and detect patient movement. The position tracking is based on the detection of one or two fiducial coils. Using two fiducial coils, experiments show successful tracking of the position of the device with a MSB of 0.202mm and with an update speed presently set to 1.5s. The developments have been made using National Instruments' (Austin, Texas) Lab VIEW and PCI-6034E DAQ Board. The MR system consists of a 4.7 T/33 cm bore superconducting magnet and an Omega MRI system.
INTRODUCTION
There is a trend to reduce the invasiveness of surgical diagnosis and therapy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Procedures such as endovascular interventions [3] , brachytherapy [6] , biopsies, and endoscopic thermal tumor ablations [3] are expected to produce less surgical morbidity than conventional surgical resection. The guidance needed for such minimally invasive surgeries is mostly done using X-ray fluoroscopy [7] , sonography [8] or computed tomography [6] . Magnetic Resonance (MR) has superb imaging properties but, until recently, it had been mostly used for diagnostic purposes because its temporal and spatial resolution used to be too low to be useful in interventional procedures.
BioTex has been performing thermal ablation experiments to determine and improve the efficacy of their product Visualase. The experiments were conducted on dogs, treating their brain, in the facilities of MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas. Focusing on the movement of the equipment that needs to be tracked, at present their ablation studies are performed using only manual positioning of the catheter and can be described as follows:
1. Position and orient a straight rigid object outside the brain. 2. Locate and orient a catheter tip inside the brain. 3. Detect changes in location and orientation of an optic fiber inside the brain.
BACKGROUND
MR based procedures have the advantage of providing the possibility of changing the imaging plane without physically moving the patient or the imaging apparatus. Just by changing parameters in the pulse sequence (software), any imaging plane can be obtained. Additionally, the lack of ionizing radiation makes for a very compelling reason to use MR technology to guide an intervention that, however minimal, will have the patient and the operators under imaging conditions for long periods of time.
There are active and passive MR catheter tracking methods. Passive methods [1] acquire an image and look for the catheter either by enhancing the signal it gives or by looking for the void it produces. Active methods [4] are based on the tracking of micro-coils (fiducial coils) attached to the catheter using gradient localization. The experiments reported here used the active tracking approach. Passive catheter tracking updates require the acquisition of a whole image or set of images. On the other hand, three-dimensional information can be acquired with the active approach with only three excitations and readings. Besides, and perhaps more important, active catheter tracking allows position mapping in the whole Field of View (FOV) with the same pulse sequence settings during the whole trajectory. The passive approach will only show the invasive device as long as it is exactly in the plane of imaging. The MR active monitoring will allow the interventionalist to modify the trajectory if necessary or detect any patient motion.
METHODS
The 4.7T/33cm MRI system and Omega imaging console in the Magnetic Resonance Systems Laboratory (MRSL) of Texas A&M University were used for the development, testing and characterization of this Catheter Tracking System (CATS). A Spin Echo pulse sequence was used during the initial testing.
There would be a sample being moved inside the bore of the MR imager described above with a double coil wrapped around it. The double coil acted only as receiver while a volume coil provided the RF signal [9] . The sample was placed inside the magnet bore attached to a very precise (resolution of 0.0001") positioning system. This allowed for very accurate positioning along the direction of the main magnetic field (Z-axis). The sample used is a capillary tube filled with a solution of CuSO4 with a molarity of approximately 5mM. Capillary tubes were chosen to simulate the catheter for their reduced diameter (1mm).
It was decided to use a computer additional to the one controlling the imaging hardware for the implementation of the tracking software to avoid any modifications to the MR system. In this manner, the functioning of the tracking system does not hinder normal operation of the MR system. Additionally, this makes this tracking system compatible with other MRI systems. The NMR signal was taken from the MR imager to our DAQ board using T connectors. The DAQ board used for the experiments reported in this thesis was an NI (Austin, Texas) PCI-6034E. It was chosen because of its compatibility with Lab VIEW, its ability to sample several differential channels at frequencies up to 200 KHz and its similarity to BioTex's DAQ hardware. The computer used to implement CATS is a Dimension DELL PC running Windows 98 on a Pentium III processor. CATS was entirely implemented using Lab VIEW. The system consists of two programs (called Virtual Instruments, or VFs in Lab VIEW) that run simultaneously in the PC. One is CATS sampling and FT.vi, which samples (256 samples are used) and FFTs the signal, detects the peaks in the spectrum and converts their location into mms from the center of the FOV. The other one is CATS orthoplanes.vi,which displays graphically the position tracked in three displays that correspond to the orthogonal views illustrated in Figure 1 . 
RESULTS

Resolution and Accuracy
In order to learn about the accuracy and resolution of CATS, trajectories were tracked along the Z and Y directions. The trajectory shown in Figure 2 was achieved placing the double coil containing a sample inside a holder attached to the positioning system for movement along the Z-axis. The double coil and sample were oriented parallel to the Y-axis. Using the positioning system, the sample was moved from Z=1.5" to Z=-1.5" in increments of 0.05" (1.27mm). Since a Field of View (FOV) of 100mm was mapped into 256 positions in the spectrum, the resolution was of 0.39mm; using zero filling an apparent resolution of 0.2mm was achieved. The analysis of the positions tracked vs. the real, physical positions shows that the relationship is nearly linear but not of equality due to differences in gradient calibration in the three planes. After compensation for gradient strength, the Mean Square Error (MSE) was found to be equal to 0.202mm. Possible sources of error are noise in the signal, positioner error, granularity and gradient non-linearity.
The main parameter that governs the temporal resolution of CATS is the repetition time (TR). For the setup used here, experiments show that TR should be at least 0.5s to achieve sufficient SNR for consistency in the readings. Since three repetitions of the pulse sequence in the three orthogonal planes are needed for an update of the position and orientation of the catheter, the temporal resolution of CATS is of 1.5 seconds with this pulse sequence. Other pulse sequences, such as a Gradient Echo (GE) pulse sequence [10] could allow for shorter values of TR and thus a higher temporal resolution. 
Interactive Tracking
The system includes an audible way to inform the operator how close to a desired position the device is getting. A visual way of feedback is also included. The goal of this feedback is to help the operator position the probe at a given orientation. The orientation is defined in spherical angles (theta and phi).
The front panel of the program CATS orthoplanes.vi includes an indicator that lights up when there is a change in the value of any of the coordinates. It is left to the operator to decide whether the detected movement is large enough to be of consideration. Noise will always cause apparent motion but generally of a magnitude of about 1mm. The movement will be of concern when it is large enough to invalidate the imaging or the monitoring of temperature, in the case of BioTex's experiment. The magnitude of the movement can be read in the displays Delta X, Delta Y and Delta Z.
CONCLUSIONS
This research shows the feasibility of a Catheter Tracking System (CATS) using magnetic resonances. Experiments show that CATS achieved an accuracy of 0.202mm and a temporal resolution of 1.5s. The tools developed for interactive tracking are expected to facilitate the interventionalists' work.
More research and development is in progress towards design and construction of tracking hardware (micro-coils), versatile, MR compatible positioning systems and the transportation of the tracking system to clinical systems.
